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요  약

본 논문에서는 오 소스 랫폼 라즈베리 이 3 모델을 기반으로 몽고DB 데이터베이스를 활용하여 풀 스택 랫폼을 구

하 다. 가속도 센서를 사용하여 무선 통신으로 데이터를 로깅하는 도구로써 이벤트 구동 방식을 사용하 으며, 리 스 라즈비

안 Jessie 버 으로 당 28 임으로 USB 카메라(MS LifeCam 시네마) 이미지를 획득하며, 안드로이드 모바일 기기와 인

터페이스를 구축하기 하여 블루투스 통신 기술을 확장하 다. 따라서 본 논문에서는 가속도 센서 동작을 검출하여 이벤트 

트리거링을 감지하는 풀 스택 랫폼 기능을 구 하고, IoT 환경에서 온도와 습도 센서 데이터를 수집한다. 특히 몽고 DB가 

MEAN 스택과 가장 좋은 데이터 연결성을 갖고 있기 때문에 풀 스택 랫폼 성능을 개발 향상시키는데 MEAN 스택을 사용

하 다. 향후 IoT 클라우드 환경에서 풀 스택 성능을 향상시키고, 몽고 DB를 활용하여 보다 쉽게 웹 설계 성능을 향상시키도

록 기술을 개발하겠다.

Abstract

In this paper, we implemented the full stack platform design with MongoDB database of open source platform 

Raspberry PI 3 model. We experimented the triggering of event driven with  acceleration sensor data logging with 

wireless communication. we captured the image of USB Camera(MS LifeCam cinema) with 28 frames per second under 

the Linux version of Raspbian Jessie and extended the functionality of wireless communication function with Bluetooth 

technology for the purpose of making Android Mobile devices interface. And therefore we implemented the functions of the 

full stack platform for recognizing the event triggering characteristics of detecting the acceleration sensor action and  

gathering the temperature and humidity sensor data under IoT environment. Especially we used MEAN Stack for 

developing the performance of full stack platform because the MEAN Stack is more akin to working with MongoDB than 

what we know of as a database. Afterwards, we would enhance the performance of full stack platform for IoT clouding 

functionalities and more feasible web design with MongoDB. 
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Ⅰ. 서  론

In the last 20 years, the Internet has challenged 

relational databases in ways nobody could have 

foreseen. Having used MySQL at large and growing 

Internet jobs during these times, we’ve seen this 

happen increasingly. First we had a single server 

with a small data set. Then we found ourselves 

setting up replication so we can scale out reads and 

deal with potential failures. And therefore before too 

long, we have added a caching layer, tuned all the 

queries, and thrown even more hardware at the 

problem. Eventually In this paper, we have drawn to 

MongoDB with balancing between features and 

complexity toward making previously difficult tasks 

in SQL database families far easier. 

We used MongoDB for the purpose of tools as a 

powerful, flexible, and scalable general-purpose 

database. It combines the ability to scale out with 
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Fig. 1. Overview of MEAN stack system.

features as a secondary indexes, range queries, 

sorting, aggregation, and geospatial indexes. In this 

paper, we mainly try to take care of the connection 

points between existing popular frameworks and 

solve common integration efforts for capturing image 

at the moment of triggering acceleration sensor 

action under MEAN stack. 

MEAN stack means the abbreviation of MongoDB, 

Express, AngularJS and Node.js. MongoDB is the 

leading NoSQL database with empowering 

performance to be more agile and scalable. Express is 

a minimal and flexible Node.js application framework, 

providing a robust set of features for building single 

and multi-page, and hybrid web applications. 

AngularJS lets us extend HTML vocabulary for your 

application. The resulting environment is extraordinarily 

expressive, readable, and quick to develop. And 

therefore Node.js is a platform built on Chrome's 

JavaScript runtime for easily building fast, scalable 

network applications. 

In this paper, we used the Raspberry Pi 3 Model , 

an USB camera(MS LifeCam) and acceleration 

sensors(GY-521), with an 16 GB SD card, and the 

Raspbian Jessie OS because it has the advantage of 

cost and performance respects against other 

platforms. Figure 1 showed the overview of MEAN 

stack architecture system which had an server 

including Node.js, Express, and mongoose, an client 

named AngularJs and MongoDB for implementing the 

real time image capturing under the Linux OS 

Raspbian Jessie. 

Especially, we would make MEAN stack helpful 

for developing the combination of between USB 

camera and accelerometer sensors and realtime 

processing through bluetooth communication 

technology under the IoT environment[1～3]. 

Ⅱ. Basic Theory 

2.1 Overall System Structure

In this paper, we used the embedded platform 

which has the UART, TCP/IP and Web streaming 

services with MEAN stack. Figure 2 showed the 

flow of Initialization system which has the functions 

of logging, accelerometer execution, serial 

communication with UART, FTP server and TCP 

operation as soon as the power on. 

Fig. 2. Flow of Initialization system.

We used Raspberry Pi 3 model. It runs the same 

software, and still has 1GB RAM with Camera 

interface. We used the most common Raspberry Pi 

distribution open source operating system “Raspbian 

Jessie” which can run the full range of ARM 

GNU/Linux distributions. USB camera module could 

be used to take high-definition video, as well as stills 

photographs. 

Figure 3 showed the flow of Algorithm procedure 

which event calculation, image frame accumulating, 

UART status transmission and TCP/IP communication. 

When an event happened, platform loaded the 
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Fig. 4. Comparisons of performance.

accelerometer data after 3 seconds, at the same time 

camera image and speed saved and released the 

camera operation, and therefore MCU read the event 

data and saved the speed. After event 4 happened, 

TCP/IP communication waited for sending the event 

information to the server[4～6]. 

Fig. 3. Procedure of Overall algorithm.

2.2 Raspberry Pi Features 

The Raspberry Pi 3 is the 3
rd
 generation Raspberry 

Pi series have a 1.2GHz 64-bit quad-core ARMv8 

CPU, 802.11n Wireless LAN, Bluetooth 4.1(Bluetooth 

Low Energy). The Raspberry Pi 3 has an identical 

form factor to the previous Pi 2 (and Pi 1 Model B+) 

and has complete compatibility with Raspberry Pi 1 

and 2.

It has also a 1GB RAM, 4 USB ports, 40 GPIO 

pins, Full HDMI port, Ethernet port, Camera interface 

(CSI), Display interface (DSI), Micro SD card slot, 

VideoCore IV 3D graphics core. We used Digital 

GPIO 6 pins for connecting the accelerometers for the 

purpose of detecting the shaking of platform at the 

same time camera captured the image during 3 

seconds.

2.3 MongoDB Features

In this paper, we used MongoDB which is popular 

for a general-purpose database, so aside from 

creating, reading, updating, and deleting data, it has 

an ever-growing list of unique features : It supports 

generic secondary indexes, allowing a variety of fast 

queries, and provides unique, compound, geospatial, 

and full-text indexing capabilities as well. And also it 

supports time-to-live collections for data that should 

expire at a certain time, and supports fixed-size 

collections which are useful for holding recent data 

such as logs, and finally supports an easy-to-use 

protocol for storing large files and metadata. 

Data in MongoDB has a flexible schema. Unlike 

SQL databases, where you must determine and 

declare a table’s schema before inserting data, 

MongoDB’s collections do not enforce document 

structure. This flexibility facilitates the mapping of 

documents to an entity or an object. Each document 

can match the data fields of the represented entity, 

even if the data has substantial variation. In practice, 

however, the documents in a collection share a 

similar structure.

The key challenge in data modeling is balancing 

the needs of the application, the performance 

characteristics of the database engine, and the data 

retrieval patterns. When designing data models, 

always consider the application usage of the data (i.e. 

queries, updates, and processing of the data) as well 

as the inherent structure of the data itself. Figure 4 

represented the comparisons between performance 

and extensibility of databases. MongoDB has more 
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excellent functionality and performance than other 

SQL databases.  

Ⅲ. Features of Platform 

In this paper, we used the Pi camera board plugs 

directly into the CSI connector on the Raspberry Pi 3. 

It's able to deliver a crystal clear 5 mega pixel 

resolution image. The module attaches to Raspberry 

Pi to the dedicated 15 pin MIPI Camera Serial 

Interface(CSI), which was designed especially for 

interfacing to cameras. The CSI bus is capable of 

extremely high data rates, and it exclusively carries 

pixel data to main-processor. 

3.1 Physical Platform 

In this paper we captured the image of PRi camera 

at the rate of 25~29 frames per second, loaded the 

image on the RAM and save the image files. We 

defined the resolution of Frame_width, height in the 

processCommandLine function and used 1280*906 

resolution on the experiment. Figure 5 showed the 

acquired image of Rapsberry Pi 3 camera for 26.9558 

frames per second
[7～9]

.

Fig. 5. Acquired image of RPi camera.

3.2 Software Platform 

We used the MEAN stack which is an opinionated 

full stack javascript framework which simplifies and 

accelerates web application development. It is 

designed to give us a quick and organized way to 

start developing MEAN based web apps with useful 

modules like Mongoose and Passport pre-bundled and 

configured. We mainly try to take care of the 

connection points between existing popular frameworks 

and solve common integration problems
[10～12]

.

Figure 6 represented the overall plan and 

interactions between the various system in the 

MEAN stack. It will consist of four main parts: the 

log-in or sign-up form, a MongoDB database, and a 

server we’ll create with JavaScript and run on 

Node.js.

Fig. 6. Features of MEAN stack. 

The login screen — a basic HTML form — will 

take the information a user enters and pass it to the 

server. The server will perform all the validation on 

the data, and if there are no errors, it will submit the 

data as a JSON object to the database. Otherwise, it 

will pass an error message back to the client to 

display as a JavaScript alert to the user.

MongoDB is an open-source, cross-platform 

database that we’ll use to store our profile 

information and messages. Instead of a traditional 

database that stores information as tables, MongoDB 

give us the ability to upload data as JSON objects in 

documents using BSON.

Node.js is an open-source runtime environment 

developed by Ryan Dahl, first published in 2009. An 

important distinction is that Node isn’t a server; it’s a 
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platform that allows you to create a JavaScript-based 

server. It’s open source, so we can take advantage of 

huge community of developers that contribute to it’s 

growing library. Both server-side and client-side 

apps are written in JavaScript. A huge advantage 

here is that developers can get started quickly, on a 

powerful platform, using a programming language 

that they’re already familiar with. The NPM, or Node 

Package Manager, let’s quickly upload or download 

their libraries to or from the wide community of 

open-source developers. Additionally, one of the most 

distinguishing benefits of Node.js is its incredible 

speed, due to its event-driven architecture and 

non-blocking I/O model. This model allows thousands 

and thousands of simultaneous connections. Figure 7 

shows the asynchronous programming method. In 

asynchronous programming, Function I/O procedures 

run on separate threads in parallel with main main 

processing thread. 

Fig. 7. Asynchronous Programming model.

3.3 MongoDB Platform

In this paper, we used an open-source database 

MongoDB that provides index and geospatial 

information. MongoDB obviates the need for an 

Object Relational Mapping(ORM) to facilitate 

development. A record in MongoDB is a document, 

which is a data structure composed of field and value 

pairs. Geospatial indexes allow us to store geospatial 

coordinates in the data and do searches based on the 

proximity of one point to another. Figure 8 shows the 

location of SEOIL University in the geospatial index 

in MongoDB[13～14]. 

db.places.find({location:{$near:{$geometry:{type:"Point",

coordinates:[37.5866211, 127.095555]}}}})

MongoDB used the coordinates which are 

represented as longitude and latitude. Logitude 

measures from Greenwich meridian in London(0 

degrees) locations east and for locations west we 

specify as negative. Latitude measures from equator 

north and south. Coordinates in MongoDB are stored 

on Longitude/Latitude order.

Fig. 8. Geospatial Location in MongoDB. 

Ⅳ. Platform Feasibility Design

In this section, we described the characteristics of 

full stack MongoDB platform. The basic part of 

platform is that opensource software MEAN Stack 

with MongoDB and accelerometer for gathering events 

signal data and for displaying real time information via 

the bluetooth communication module[15～17]. 

4.1 FTP Server Architecture 

The proposed platform took a modular type for 

accumulating the individual modules in order to 

extend the abilities. Figure 9 showed the flow of 

SFTP file transferring with system functions. 

We used system function for sending SFTP files, 

confirmed the internet connection by finding the ping 

results, and would designate the IP address with 

reading number “3” in the Event.txt file. And 
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therefore FTP server received the files and removed 

the file in the folder[18～19]. 

Fig. 9. FTP server architecture.

4.2 TCP/IP Design Layout

In this paper, We made the TCP/IP layout like 

Figure 10. There were Rapsberry Pi as a TCP server 

and client as a port 127.0.0.2. We made a client with 

designated server address by executing the client cpp 

file. When the server received the packet from client, 

and server returned the string of specific file as a 

packet to the client. Figure 10 showed the TCP/IP 

design layout. 

Fig. 10. TCP/IP Design layout. 

4.3 Experiments for Vision Platform 

We experimented the event detection platform with 

Bluetooth communication through MongoDB of 

MEAN Stack. The number of event and action time 

sensor attached on platform measured the data every 

specified period with MongoDB database for logging 

in time base[20～21]. 

Fig. 11. Event Recognition with Web server.

Figure 11 represented the event recognition of 

Raspberry Pi 3 camera captured image with 

MongoDB. 

Ⅴ. Conclusions

In this paper, we implemented the event detection 

with USB camera in Rapsberry Pi with BLE. 

Especially we directly designed the web browser 

with MEAN stack. Afterwards we would enhance the 

performance of full stack platform for clouding 

functionalities. 
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